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Cognitive neuroscience: Early learning centres
Heidi Johansen-Berg and Vincent Walsh
Learning leads to neural changes often considered to
be driven by ‘smart’ areas of the brain. A recent study of
the cellular changes that underlie perceptual learning
has found that plasticity in the primary visual cortex V1
is necessary for learning and the changes that correlate
with learning are more complex than one might expect.
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In recent years it has become increasingly clear that the
adult brain has a remarkable capacity for reorganisation,
both in response to injury and as a result of experience.
Reorganisation of cortical networks may underlie recov-
ery of movement or language seen after brain damage,
such as stroke [1]. Plasticity is not, of course, only a
response to injury, it is also important in the normal brain
for learning sensory discriminations [2,3] and movement
sequences [4]. Some of the neural changes associated
with normal learning are well described for certain
sensory systems. For example, there is an increase in the
cortical area representing a trained skin surface, and
sharpening of tuning curves for cells responding to a
trained auditory frequency [2,3]. But despite the fact that
in most other spheres our knowledge of the visual system
surpasses that of other sensory systems, there is a relative
paucity of data on how learning influences cells in visual
cortex. A new study [5] has provided the first thorough
investigation of the representational changes that accom-
pany perceptual learning in the visual system, and sug-
gests that they do not simply mirror the changes that
occur in other sensory systems.
The new work of Crist et al. [5] is based on the authors’
previous psychophysical findings, which showed that
human subjects can greatly improve their performance on
a bisection discrimination task with training (Figure 1).
The performance gains are specific to the retinal position
and spatial orientation of the trained stimulus. The fact
that learning in this case does not generalise to novel
stimuli suggests that it depends on modifications in a corti-
cal area that shows specificity for position and orientation.
This would implicate the primary visual area, V1, where
cells respond to small regions of space and, beyond the
input layers, are selective for specific orientations of visual
stimuli. The proposal that primary sensory regions are
involved in sophisticated, dynamic processes such as learn-
ing, attention and plasticity would, until recently, have
been a controversial hypothesis. But there is a rapidly
growing body of evidence in support of the view that what
were considered ‘low-level’ brain areas play a role in what
may be assumed to be high-level processes [4,6–9].
Crist et al. [5] tested the hypothesis that learning the
bisection task illustrated in Figure 1 modifies neuronal
responses in monkey V1. They taught two monkeys to
perform the task, characterising the response properties of
V1 cells before and after learning. The first point of depar-
ture between the cellular correlates of visual perceptual
learning for this task, compared with other types of sensory
learning, comes with a test of cortical magnification. The
primary somatosensory cortex is organised somatotopically,
with separate regions responding to distinct body parts.
Learning-induced enlargement of the cortical area respon-
sive to a trained sensory surface, such as the fingertips of
the right hand, is well documented experimentally and is
present in the real world — in pianists for example, or
braille readers [10]. But when Crist et al. [5] mapped out
the primary visual cortex in the monkeys, they found no
Figure 1
The bisection task used by Crist et al. [5]. (a)
The monkey fixates the middle dot. (b) The
bisection stimulus appears in the periphery.
(c) There is a delay. (d) The fixation point then
dims, and the monkey produces an up or
down saccade to indicate whether the middle
line in the bisection stimulus was closer to the
top or the bottom line. 
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enlargement of the area representing the region of visual
space in which the monkeys had been trained. And they
found no changes in visual receptive field size with learn-
ing, despite the fact that sensory receptive field size changes
have been shown to accompany learning of somatosensory
discriminations [2]. 
Like the visual and somatosensory cortices, the auditory
cortex is arranged according to clear organisational princi-
ples. The auditory cortex is organised tonotopically, with
distinct regions representing particular auditory frequen-
cies, and individual cells responding to sounds according
to a tuning curve that peaks at a preferred frequency and
tails off for frequencies either side. Learning an auditory
task produces a sharpening of these tuning curves [3], so
Crist et al. [5] looked for similar processes in V1. But no
changes were found in the orientation tuning of cells in
visual cortex after learning.
So what has changed in V1? The assumption is that, if
behaviour has changed, then there must be some accom-
panying neural change. Crist et al. [5] did eventually pin
down changes in V1 responsiveness, though they are not
so simple as straightforward enlargement or fine tuning.
Instead, they are based on the precise configuration of the
trained stimulus and are only present in the trained task.
V1 cells are not only affected by stimuli that appear within
their classical receptive fields. An additional stimulus
placed just outside the receptive field can inhibit or facili-
tate cell firing, depending on the geometric relationship
between it and the stimulus within the receptive field. It
was this complex, interactive response that revealed the
effects of learning. Placing a flanking stimulus outside the
receptive field, but parallel to a stimulus within the recep-
tive field, had large effects on the responses of a cell
(Figure 2). This configuration mirrored that used in the
bisection task. 
Cells varied considerably in whether the effect of the
flanking stimulus was to inhibit or facilitate the response
relative to baseline, and in some cases the flanking stimulus
had opposite effects, depending on which side of the
receptive field it was placed. The dramatic effect of the
flanking stimulus was related to learning, however, in that
it was specific to the trained task and the trained configu-
ration. When a parallel, flanking stimulus was introduced
in a control fixation task, it had very little effect. When the
flanking stimulus was co-linear but not parallel, then even
in the bisection task it had little effect. 
Crist et al. [5] propose a top–down mechanism to account
for their observations that plasticity in V1 is governed
by complex stimulus parameters. Their reasoning begins
“because cells in V1 show selectivity it becomes difficult
to use complexity as a clue to determine the site of learn-
ing within the cortical hierarchy… The contextual modu-
lation would…be modulated by top–down influences,
presumably mediated by feedback connections from
higher-order cortical areas to generate its task depen-
dence”. Given this group’s work on the role of horizontal
connections in V1, one wonders at the ‘presumably’. Studies
of horizontal connections in V1 have been important in
Figure 2
Task dependent changes in the tuning of V1
cells to line separation. Left: stimuli used to
test the influence of flanking stimuli in the two
tasks. The dotted line indicates the cell’s
receptive field. Right: normalised response of
V1 cells when the flanking bar is presented at
different distances from the bar within the
receptive field. In the fixation task (top), the
response was reduced by a flanking bar. In
the bisection task (bottom), the flanking bar
had a strong and asymmetrical effect on cell
firing. In this example, the flanking bar
facilitates firing if it is placed to the left of the
receptive field. With other cells, the flanking
bar inhibited firing. In some cells, a flanking
bar on one side of the receptive field
facilitated firing and on the other side of the
receptive field inhibited firing. Vertical lines
indicate the extent of classical receptive field.
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showing that this early visual centre contains the machin-
ery to account for several phenomena — such as effects in
colour perception and other aspects of learning — that
have usually been assumed to require higher cortical areas.
It may be worth entertaining the thought that task speci-
ficity is also within the remit of V1’s ever-increasing range
of skills, and although areas such as V4 and IT may be
involved at some stage of learning, it needs to be seen
exactly when and how they produce the changes in V1
before they are awarded all the prizes.
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